IMPORTANT DATES

**Monday - 3.21.22** - Spring 2nd Quarter Begins

**Monday - 3.28.22** - Last Day to withdraw from full semester course with a "W" or withdraw from college with a "WD" in all courses.

**Monday - 4.16.22**

**Friday - 4.15.22** - Fall 2022 & Winter 2023 Registration

**Friday - 4.15.22** - Last day to withdraw college with a "WP" or "WF"

**Tuesday - 4.26.22** - "COSA" - Celebration of Student Achievement

**Friday - 5.6.22** - Last day of Spring Classes

**Tuesday - 5.10.22** - Finals

**Tuesday - 5.13.22** - Finals

**Thursday - 5.19.22** - Graduation
CRI 100.01 Introduction to Criminology Mo/Th 9:30-10:50 AM Becker [Reserved for Majors]
CRI 100.02 Introduction to Criminology Mo/Th 11-12:20 PM Becker [Reserved for Majors]
CRI 100.03 Introduction to Criminology Mo/Th 3:30-4:50 PM

CRI 170.01 Analytics Workshop Tu 2-3:20 PM Mazeika [Co-requisite of CRI 306]
CRI 170.02 Analytics Workshop Fr 2-3:20 PM Mazeika [Co-requisite of CRI 306]

CRI 202.01 Penology Mo/Th 9:30-10:50 AM Leigey
CRI 202.02 Penology Mo/Th 11-12:20 PM Leigey
CRI 202.03 Penology Tu/Fr 2-3:20 PM
CRI 202.04 Penology Tu/Fr 3:30-4:50 PM

CRI 205.01 Criminology Tu/Fr 3:30-4:50 PM
CRI 205.02 Criminology Tu 5:30-8:20 PM

CRI 215.01 Data Management and Analysis Mo/Th 12:30-1:50 PM Holleran
CRI 215.02 Data Management and Analysis Mo/Th 2-3:20 PM Holleran

CRI 301.01 Criminal Law and Procedure Tu/Fr 9:30-10:50 AM
CRI 301.02 Criminal Law and Procedure Tu/Fr 11-12:20 PM

CRI 304.01 Victimology Mo/Th 2-3:20 PM Becker
CRI 305.01 Criminology and Mental Health W 8-10:50 AM Sparacio

CRI 306.01 Research Methods Tu/Fr 9:30-10:50 AM Mazeika [Co-requisite of CRI 170]
CRI 306.02 Research Methods Tu/Fr 11-12:20 PM Mazeika [Co-requisite of CRI 170]

CRI 370.01 School to Prison Pipeline Tu/Fr 11-12:20 PM Mitchell
CRI 370.02 School to Prison Pipeline Tu/Fr 2-3:20 PM Mitchell
**CRI 370 WILL COUNT TOWARDS “ADVANCED ELECTIVE”**

CRI 499.01 Senior Capstone in Policy Analysis Mo/Th 12:30-1:50 PM
CRI 499.02 Senior Capstone in Policy Analysis Mo/Th 2-3:20 PM
SUMMER 2022 Criminology Course Schedule
**ALL COURSES ARE ONLINE AND ASYNCHRONOUS**

CRI 100 Introduction to Criminology
CRI 205.01 Criminology
   Mazeika
CRI 256.01 Women in The Criminal Justice System
   Becker
CRI 351.01 Comparative Criminology
   Leigey
CRI 352.01 Advanced Criminology: Race & Crime

WINTER 2023 Criminology Course Schedule
**ALL COURSES ARE ONLINE AND ASYNCHRONOUS**

CRI 100.01 Introduction to Criminology
   Becker
CRI 205.01 Criminology
   Mazeika
AAS 353.01/CRI 352.01 Race, Crime, and Justice
   Mitchell
The department has a dynamic internship program for majors and minors. The program matches each student’s internship interest with a field placement. The program is academically rigorous since, in addition to the work-site activities as an intern, students are required to complete a graded research paper. Internships offer an excellent opportunity for students to gain practical experience, explore interests in particular fields and make contacts in the field. Some of the agencies students have interned with have included:

INTERNERSHIPS

Additionally, students can pursue internships with agencies not on this list (for example, an agency close to the student’s home for a summer internship) and the Department will work with them and the agency to facilitate the internship experience. Students who successfully complete the program typically receive one academic unit, although internships for fewer or more academic units are possible. Students may complete three internships for credit toward graduation. The requirements for initial application to enroll in the program are:

1. Minimum of 3 completed units at The College of New Jersey (TCNJ)
2. Minimum grade point average of 2.0.

INDEPENDENT STUDY

The Department of Criminology offers its students the opportunity to take part in independent study with a Criminology professor. The student must schedule a meeting with the faculty member to discuss the potential independent study, and submit a typewritten proposal of the independent study to the faculty member.

It is also required to complete the independent study form. The form is to be printed, signed by both the professor and the student, and submitted to the Criminology main office for the chairperson’s review.
The normal course load for HSS majors is 4 units but students may take up to 4.5 units without permission. Students who have earned 8 units at the college and maintain a 3.3 cumulative TCNJ GPA may request an overload for a maximum of 5 course units in any one semester. There is no maximum limit to the number of overload semesters.

- You should complete the online Overload Interest Form found at: https://hss.tcnj.edu/resources/current-students/forms/
- Completing the form will automatically generate an email that will be sent to your Department Chair, who will reach out to you for advising. They may ask you why you are requesting the overload, review your academic record, and talk to you about the advantages and disadvantages of overloading given your proposed coursework. The Department Chair will communicate directly with the Associate Dean. She will then correspond with you about your overload request.

QUESTIONS or CONERNS? Contact Chris Smith: 609.771.2442 smithch@tcnj.edu
LOOKING TO INCREASE YOUR SPANISH PROFICIENCY AS IT PERTAINS TO CRIMINOLGY?

Communicate effectively with Spanish-speaking clients.

SPA 228
Spanish for Law, Justice, and Human Services
Dr. Ann Warner Ault
warner@tcnj.edu
Tue/Fri 9:30-10:50

Learn to engage with Spanish speakers in social services and justice-related settings.
Acquire specialized Spanish vocabulary regarding law enforcement, legal, and social services settings.

Examine the shared experiences and unique circumstances of Latin American peoples in both Latin America and the U.S.
Prepare for jobs in law, criminal justice, counseling, social services, advocacy and diplomacy.

Develop cultural skills and knowledge in order to communicate more effectively with clients of different Hispanic cultures and backgrounds.

Prerequisite: SPA 103 is required; SPA 203 is a co- or pre-requisite.
Instructor: Dr. Ann Warner Ault is experienced in Latin American cultures, has worked extensively in Latin American communities in Honduras, Costa Rica, Paraguay, Brazil, Spain, and the U.S., and has developed community-engaged learning projects for TCNJ in Trenton, Spain, and Peru.